Pierce Transit is introducing a new adult monthly pass, for use specifically on Pierce Transit bus service. This pass will be on sale beginning December 15, 2018, for use beginning on January 1, 2019 or later.

Our new adult monthly pass may be used only on Pierce Transit local bus service. The cost of the Pierce Transit agency-specific pass is $62.
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For your convenience, Pierce Transit is offering both of these options for the new pass:

1) **Load on an ORCA card** and it is valid for unlimited rides on Pierce Transit buses during the calendar month for which it is purchased. It will be valid from the first to the last day of the month; there is no “grace period.” For more information, visit orcacard.com or call Customer Service at 253.581.8000, option 1, then option 1 again.

2) **Purchase the pass on PiercePay℠ through the Hopthru app on mobile devices**

   This pass is a “rolling” pass, which can be used beginning the day it is activated and is valid for 30 consecutive days, even if those 30 days cross from one month into another. While activated, this mobile pass is good for unlimited rides on Pierce Transit buses. You may purchase the pass at any time, then activate it when you are ready to ride. For more information visit PierceTransit.org/pierce-pay-with-hopthru/.

The Pierce Transit agency-specific adult monthly pass (loaded on an ORCA card or PiercePay℠ through the Hopthru app) is not accepted and has no transfer value on other regional services, nor on Pierce Transit SHUTTLE service.

If you transfer from Pierce Transit local service to other regional services (e.g. Sound Transit or King County Metro) and want to continue to receive the $2.00 credit value, you may wish to consider purchasing the $72 regional adult monthly pass on ORCA instead.